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It has been suggested that appropriate periodic sequences of laser pulses can maintain molecular
alignment for arbitrarily long times J. Ortigoso, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 073001 2004. These aligned
states are found among the cyclic eigenstates of truncated matrix representations of the one-period
time propagator UT ,0. However, long time localization of periodic driven systems depends on the
nature of the spectrum of their exact propagator; if it is continuous, eigenstates of finite-basis
propagators cease to be cyclic, in the long time limit, under the exact time evolution. We show that,
for very weak laser intensities, the evolution operator of the system has a point spectrum for most
laser frequencies, but for the laser powers needed to create aligned wave packets it is unknown if
UT ,0 has a point spectrum or a singular continuous spectrum. For this regime, we obtain error
bounds on the exact time evolution of rotational wave packets that allow us to determine that
truncated aligned cyclic states do not lose their alignment for millions of rotational periods when
they evolve under the action of the exact time propagator. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3312533
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, time-dependent phenomena are becom-
ing a central topic of research in atomic and molecular phys-
ics. Some important examples are related to quantum control
processes for Bose–Einstein condensation,1 Rydberg atoms,2
or molecular alignment and orientation.3 These processes in-
volve atoms or molecules driven by time-dependent external
fields, for which theoretical and computational treatments
based on Floquet theory are increasingly used. These works
usually mention some concern about the convergence prop-
erties of finite matrix representations of one-period time
propagators, also called Floquet operators, but apart from a
paper by Hone et al.,4 this problem has not received much
attention in the chemical physics literature. Basically, it is
assumed that good convergence can be obtained by increas-
ing the size of the basis set, but this is true only when the
Floquet operator has a point spectrum, which may not al-
ways be the case.
It has been suggested in previous works5,6 that for a
molecule interacting with a periodic train of nonresonant la-
ser pulses rotational wave packets can exist for which strong
alignment is maintained during a long sequence of pulses.
These wave packets are cyclic states in the sense that the
initial state is reassembled at the end of each laser pulse.
Approximate cyclic aligned states were obtained in Ref. 5
and our primary interest here is to determine whether they
remain cyclic under the action of the exact time propagator.
This issue is pertinent as the Floquet operator may have no
normalizable eigenvectors if its spectrum is continuous. The
question can be ideally answered by calculating the exact
time propagation for an initial wave packet, t0, corre-
sponding to a single truncated Floquet eigenvector, or in
practice by giving error bounds for pT+ t−e−ı˜pTt0,
where pT is the exact wave function after p periods T
of the perturbation and ˜ is an approximate Floquet eigen-
value.
Localization phenomena in quantum dynamics has a
long history. In the late 1970s the discovery7 of unusual
spectra for models in condensed matter physics prompted a
tremendous interest in the investigation of transport phenom-
ena in these systems. Also, during the 1980s and 1990s a
huge number of papers in the field of quantum chaos ana-
lyzed the spectra of Floquet operators for a few paradigmatic
driven systems trying to prove the conjecture that a diffusive
quantum evolution similar to classical chaos could be pos-
sible if a singular continuous spectrum was present.8 Nowa-
days, papers continue to be regularly published in these
subjects,9 but as far as we know no definitive answer has
been given to the questions of when the Floquet operator of
a driven system has exotic spectra singular continuous,
dense pure point, or Cantor and how exotic spectra affect
the quantum dynamics. These questions have interested
mathematicians somehow independently of the mentioned
progress in physics and probably earlier, and they have dedi-
cated numerous efforts to the study of the spectra of Floquet
operators resulting in several theorems that can be applied to
current problems in physics. The ultimate goal of these stud-
ies is the analysis of the time evolution of quantum systems
perturbed by periodic external fields in the limit t→.10
One of the systems that has been extensively studied
during the last three decades is the planar rotor perturbed by
a train of  kicks.11–13 Depending on the ratio between the
moment of inertia of the rotor and the repetition frequency of
the kicks two different regimes exist. A nonresonant regime
corresponding to an irrational ratio for which the wave func-aElectronic mail: ortigoso@iem.cfmac.csic.es.
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tion stays localized near the initial angular momentum states,
and a resonant regime, that corresponds to a rational relation
between both natural frequencies, for which the spectrum of
the Floquet operator is continuous and wave functions do not
stay localized. These two regimes can be understood with the
use of a mapping between the kicked rotor and the Anderson
model of solid state systems.14 Quantum interference local-
izes wave functions similarly to the Anderson localization
that takes place for the states of the one-dimensional tight
binding model with a random potential. When the external
perturbation consists of smooth pulses with a certain width
instead of  kicks, wave functions, in the resonant case, oc-
cupy a limited strip of angular momentum values.15 For
larger values of the coupling, numerical calculations indicate
that the eigenstates remain localized in the nonresonant
case.
16 Fishman et al.15 showed that these localization phe-
nomena also occur for diatomic molecules driven by a peri-
odic train of smooth microwave pulses. In the strong cou-
pling limit the driven diatomic molecule exhibits two kind of
states, strongly localized and “plateau” states, that are some-
how extended in angular momentum space. The limited ex-
tension of these states is the cause why molecules do not
gain too much energy after each microwave pulse, and con-
trarily to the classical result no diffusion in energy takes
place in the quantum regime.
The laser driven molecule is closely related to the mi-
crowave driven molecule, but the coupling mechanism is dif-
ferent. Molecules must have a permanent dipole to interact
with the microwaves, while molecules with polarizability an-
isotropy are affected by a strong laser thanks to the induced
dipole that the electromagnetic field creates in the molecule.
Induced dipoles are proportional to molecular polarizabilities
and they are smaller than permanent dipoles. However, laser
intensities are orders of magnitude higher than microwave
intensities, and the effective perturbations are much stronger.
Another difference comes from the selection rules, J=1
for microwave transitions, but J=0,2 for dipole-induced
transitions, where J is the value of the rotational angular
momentum. Thus, odd and even energy levels are not
coupled by the laser. An interesting line of research would be
to investigate the properties, in the present context, of rota-
tional wave packets generated by excitation with frequencies
near electronic resonances17 or near rotational transitions.18
Although evidence from the work of Fishman and co-
workers indicate that the Floquet spectrum of the microwave
driven molecule is pure point, the existence of a singular
continuous component has not been ruled out. Since the pub-
lication of Ref. 5 we wondered how the existence of a sin-
gular component in the Floquet spectra could affect the con-
servation of molecular alignment during a long train of laser
pulses. This was the main motivation of the present work.
Several mathematical theorems have been published in the
last years that are directly applicable to this problem. These
abstract studies normally are not interesting to chemical
physicists, but we think that the level of experimental and
theoretical sophistication that is being achieved in the study
of time-dependent phenomena requires us to use all the
available tools. Thus, we apply to our system a theorem by
Howland19 to discard the existence of absolutely continuous
spectra for any perturbation strength, and another theorem
due to Duclos et al.20 to prove that for very small laser in-
tensities the spectrum is pure point. For the regime in which
interesting physics takes place we show how to calculate
error bounds for the time evolution of exact wave functions.
In Sec. II a brief review of Floquet theory emphasizing
the expressions used in our calculations is presented. In Sec.
III spatial alignment of molecules via the interaction of mo-
lecular polarizability with a train of laser pulses is discussed.
In Sec. IV we comment on some basic concepts related to the
spectra of self-adjoint operators, with an emphasis in the
implications for rotational dynamics, and some fairly sophis-
ticated mathematical machinery is applied to unravel the na-
ture of the spectrum of the Floquet operator. In Sec. V ex-
pressions are presented to calculate error bounds for the time
evolution of rotational wave packets. In Sec. VI results are
given. Section VII summarizes and gives the conclusions of
this work. Finally, the two theorems used in Sec. IV are
presented in Appendix.
II. CYCLIC STATES FOR TIME-DEPENDENT SYSTEMS
In 1965 Shirley21 showed how to transform a two-level
system interacting with a time-dependent periodic electro-
magnetic field into a time-independent one represented by an
infinite matrix. A few years later, Sambe introduced,22 in an
important paper, a formalism especially suited for the analy-
sis of time-periodic systems. In Sambe’s approach time is
treated as a new spatial coordinate, t, and a Hamiltonian-
like operator, the Floquet Hamiltonian K, is defined. It acts in
an extended Hilbert space K which is formed by the tensorial
product of the Hilbert space H corresponding to the spatial
part of the Hamiltonian, and the space formed by all possible
periodic functions with period T of the time coordinate
with finite norm, L20,T ,dt. Sambe showed that eigen-
states of the Floquet Hamiltonian called steady states, qua-
siperiodic states, or quasienergy states in the extended Hil-
bert space are conceptually equivalent to the stationary states
of conservative quantum systems. The Floquet approach for
time-dependent Hamiltonians found a rigorous mathematical
foundation in the work of Howland23 and Yajima.24 The Flo-
quet Hamiltonian and the Floquet operator are unitarily
equivalent, and thus, in this article, we will use for the eigen-
states of both the term Floquet eigenvectors.
The elements of the extended Hilbert space K are
T-periodic functions, , for which 
−T/2
T/2 q , t2dqdt,
where q represents the spatial coordinates. Thus, K is
equipped with the inner product,22
,		ª 1
T

−T/2
T/2 
 q,tq,tdqdt. 1
A suitable complete basis set in K is given by functions
q 		t n	, where the 	s form a basis set in H and t n	
are Fourier functions that span L20, t ,dt.
Wave functions in K obey a Schrödinger-like equation,25
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ı


t
q,t;t = Kq,tq,t;t , 2
where the progress parameter t is the physical time and the
Floquet Hamiltonian K formally defined as Kª−ı /t
+Ht depends on the variable t. The solution of Eq. 2 for
an initial wave function q , t ; t0 can be written as
q,t;t = exp− ı/
Ktt − t0q,t;t0 . 3
In the t , t method of Peskin and Moiseyev26 the solu-
tion of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the usual
Hilbert space is related to the solution in the extended Hil-
bert space q , t ; t by
q;t = q,t;tt=t, 4
where the cut t= t projects the wave function down to the
standard Hilbert space. Notice that many different ’s can be
projected from K giving the same function  that obeys the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation in H, whereas eleva-
tion from a wave function in H to K is a one to many map.25
This means that many different initial conditions can be
taken in Eq. 2 for a given wave function t0H. A
common choice is to take a function independent of t,
q , t ; t0=q ; t0, where  is an eigenstate of the field-
free system or a linear combination of eigenstates. This
choice is appropriate for an external field Vt for which
Vt=0=Vt=T=0, and it implies an arbitrary phase be-
tween the initial wave function and the field.27
In general, assuming that K can be diagonalized but see
Sec. IV the time-evolved wave function in K can be written,
using bracket notation, as
		 = 

exp− ı/
t − t0		,n = 0		 , 5
where the 		’s and the ’s are the Floquet eigenpairs.
Note that the cuts 	t0	= 		 t=t=t0 are eigenfunctions of
the Floquet operator, Ut0+T , t0, in the spatial Hilbert space
and therefore they are cyclic wave packets. On the other
hand, it can be shown, by using the periodicity of the Floquet
eigenvectors, that the sum in Eq. 5 can be restricted to the
first Brillouin zone,  − /T , /T.
28 Thus, the solution
of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is
t	 = 
FBZ
exp− ı/
t − t0	t0t0	
		t=t. 6
III. ROTATIONAL CYCLIC STATES AND ALIGNED
WAVE PACKETS
Quantum wave packets spread when they evolve in time.
However, this spreading can be overcome in some cases by
using external fields. Nonspreading wave packets are a sub-
set of the steady states or eigenstates of the Floquet operator
discussed in Sec. II. Buchleitner et al.29 have shown how to
build nonspreading wave packets for a Rydberg electron
driven by a microwave field. According to them, from a
quantum mechanical viewpoint, the construction of non-
spreading wave packets for a particular system requires to
find Floquet states that remain strongly localized during a
period. Rotating molecules are well suited to create non-
spreading wave packets.5 It is well known that interaction of
molecular polarizability with a nonresonant laser gives rise
to pendular states30 rotational wave packets that librate
around the field direction. The rotational wave function for a
pendular state is concentrated about =0, and  where  is
the polar angle between the field direction and the internu-
clear axis with small dispersion. Depending on the duration
of the laser pulse the dynamics can be nonadiabatic and the
molecule is placed, after the end of the pulse, in a field-free
pendular state that subsequently dephases in such a way that
the alignment is quickly lost.31 Since only a few angular
momentum eigenstates compose each pendular state, revivals
in alignment take place, which can be experimentally ex-
ploited since alignment is periodically recovered. Therefore,
if the Floquet eigenstates coincide with pendular states or at
least they are similar to them, depending on the robustness of
the procedure, they will not loose their alignment during the
whole duration of the pulse train.6 But, there is no a priori
guarantee that a particular time-dependent system will have
localized Floquet eigenstates. Moreover, when the size of the
spatial Hilbert space N→ Floquet eigenstates whatsoever
may not exist as will be explained in Sec. IV.
The Floquet Hamiltonian Kt in dimensionless form
which suggests to use 
 /B as a reduced unit of time and
B /
 as a reduced unit of frequency, where B is the inverse of
the moment of inertia, specialized for a diatomic or, more
generally, for a linear polyatomic molecule, in the presence
of a pulse train composed of linearly polarized nonresonant
laser pulses, is
Kt = − ı


B

t
+ J2 −  cos2  + gt , 7
where J is the angular momentum operator, and =
−, with ,=,L
2 /4B. The constants  and  are the
parallel and perpendicular components of molecular polariz-
ability and L is the peak strength of the laser field. The
conversion factor for  if the laser intensity I is expressed
in W /cm2 is32
 5 1012 cm3I W/cm2/B cm−1 , 8
and the temporal profile can be written as gt=m=0

exp−t−mT2 /2, where  is roughly the duration
of each pulse and T defines the fundamental frequency,
=2 /T, of the perturbation.
Eigenfunctions of Kt can be expressed as linear com-
binations of the basis functions  , J ,M	t n	, where
 , J ,M	 are eigenfunctions of J and its projection Jz along
the laboratory-fixed axis defined by the polarization direc-
tion; and where the internal coordinates are the polar and
azimuthal angles that give the relative orientation of the in-
ternuclear axis with respect to the laboratory-fixed axis sys-
tem. The Fourier basis functions are t n	=e2ınt/T. Thus,33
,,t		 = 
J=0


M=−J
J

n=−

,,tJ,M,n		J,M,n		 .
9
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When the initial wave function is a single cyclic state,
	t0, the solution, Eq. 6, of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation simplifies to
,;t = exp− ıt − t0	,;t , 10
where 	 , ; t=  , , t 		 t=t.
When the light is linearly polarized the selection rule
M =0 divides the matrix representation of K in independent
M blocks. Thus, from now on we will consider only the
block M =0 and we will write J	 for the rotational kets.
Floquet eigenkets resulting from the diagonalization of a
truncated matrix representation of K can then be written sim-
ply as
˜ 		 = 
J=0
Jmax

n=−nmax
nmax
cJnJ	n	 , 11
where the cJn are the numerical coefficients obtained from
the diagonalization. In the same way, the initial state can be
written as
	˜ t0	 = 
J=0
Jmax
dJt0J	 , 12
where
dJt = 
n=−nmax
nmax
cJn exp2ınt/T . 13
Finally, the approximate wave function at time t,
Eq. 10, becomes
˜ t	 = exp− ı˜t − t0
J=0
Jmax
dJtJ	 . 14
Some of these wave packets are strongly aligned along
the field direction provided the field has the appropriate
strength and duration.5 Alignment can be maintained for the
whole duration of the pulse train if T has the appropriate
value. Localized cyclic states resemble pendular states.6
Thus, localization is more likely to happen for ultrashort
pulses, where the shape of the laser is irrelevant, and the time
propagator is well approximated by the sudden propagator,
some of whose eigenstates are pendular states.34 Nonethe-
less, cyclic states with strong alignment exist far from this
limit. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the time dependence
of the expectation value of cos2 , which is a measurement
of alignment, for two different cyclic states. The middle and
lower panels show the composition of these cyclic states at
two different times, before the first pulse starts and at the
maximum of the last pulse shown in the figure. The aligned
state in red has, at initial time, a significant contribution
1% of only six J	 states, with the largest contribution
due to the state J=4	. At the time when the laser intensity
reaches its maximum value only five rotational states con-
tribute more than 1% and now the biggest contribution
comes from J=2	. However, this state has a long tail formed
by high rotational states whose contribution is small. At
t=−T /2 the coefficients corresponding to the rotational basis
functions J=20	, J=40	, J=60	, and J=80	 are 0.0230,
0.0062, 0.0079, and 0.0010, respectively, and basis func-
tions with J120 have coefficients with absolute value
smaller than 10−9. The misaligned state, blue, in Fig. 1, is
even more extended in J space. For example dJ=0=0.2027,
dJ=40=−0.1593, dJ=60=0.0274, and dJ=100=−0.0004. How-
ever, for J124 the coefficients are already smaller than
10−9 and for J=182 the coefficient is smaller than 10−14.
Figure 2 shows that the two Floquet states from which the
cyclic states of Fig. 1 were calculated are fairly extended in
the J	n	 basis set.
IV. EXISTENCE OF ROTATIONAL CYCLIC STATES
WHEN N\
A. Some basic definitions regarding the spectra of
self-adjoint operators
The pure point spectrum of a self-adjoint operator A is
the set of all its eigenvalues, i.e., the z values for which A
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FIG. 1. Upper panel shows the time dependence of molecular alignment,
given by cos2 	, during several laser pulses for two different initial states.
The time envelope of the laser is the black line. The calculation corresponds
to the parameters in Eq. 7 =0.005, T=0.05 in 
 /B units, and 
=2000. The middle panel shows the composition of the wave function that
gives maximum alignment red, in the rotational basis set, at two times,
before the launch of the laser field left and when the maximum of the last
laser pulse takes place. The lower panel shows the same for the wave func-
tion for which the alignment is smaller blue. A global phase factor has
been eliminated for the wave functions at the time when the intensity
reaches the maximum value.
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FIG. 2. Density plots of two eigenstates of K, Eq. 7, in the J	n	 basis set,
for =0.005, T=0.05, =2000, Jmax=260, and nmax=400. The two cyclic
states shown in Fig. 1 were calculated from these states. The eigenstate in
b is the misaligned state and it occupies a larger number of basis functions
than the aligned state in a. In order to make visible the long tails the plots
represent logcJn, Eq. 11. Coefficients for which cJn10−6 have been
eliminated.
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=z, where  is a normalizable function belonging to the
Hilbert space of the system. Eigenvalues can be defined by
using Weyl sequences.35 A Weyl sequence for an operator A
at z is a sequence of normalized vectors n belonging to the
domain of A, for which limn→A−zIn=0. Then, z is an
eigenvalue of A and =limn→ n an eigenvector. On the
other hand, when the only solution of A=z is =0, z may
belong to the continuous spectrum and then it is a general-
ized eigenvalue only if there is a singular Weyl sequence35 at
z. A Weyl sequence is singular if n converges weakly to
zero, i.e., ∀H, limn→n 	= =0 	. Note that every
z belonging to the continuous spectrum of A is a generalized
eigenvalue.
The survival probability gives the probability of finding
the system at time t in its initial state . It coincides with the
square of the absolute value of the Fourier transform of the
spectral measure or local density of states  for the vector
,
0t	2 = 

A
e−ıtd2. 15
Thus, the spectral measure, which loosely can be defined as
the size of the spectrum, can be obtained from the survival
probability. It increases monotonically from 0 to 1 as  goes
over the spectrum. The points where  increases form the
local spectrum or, technically, the support of . The spec-
trum  is the union of the supports of  for a set of ’s that
form a basis in H. The spectral measure is singular
d /d=0 when its support is a set of measure zero, other-
wise it is continuous.36 Thus, in general, the spectral measure
can be decomposed into a singular component and a continu-
ous component. However, in some cases the spectral mea-
sure has a singular continuous component, i.e., a continuous
part of measure zero. This decomposition of the spectral
measure establishes a decomposition of the Hilbert space of
the system into three orthogonal subspaces HHppHac
Hsc where pp stands for pure point, ac for absolutely con-
tinuous, and sc for singular continuous. On the other hand,
the continuous subspace is defined as HcHacHsc, and
the singular subspace as HsHppHsc. Thus, the spectrum
can be written as =ppacsc. The spectrum also can
be decomposed as =discess, where the discrete spec-
trum disc is the set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multi-
plicity and the essential spectrum ess contains the rest of the
spectrum. Note that pure point spectrum and discrete spec-
trum are not synonymous concepts although both are com-
posed by the eigenvalues of the operator. If the pure point
spectrum is dense the eigenvalues are not isolated see be-
low and it belongs to the essential spectrum.
Pure point spectra and continuous spectra are common
objects in atomic and molecular physics; the first are related
to the bound energy levels of an atom or molecule and the
second to scattering states. Singular continuous spectra were
considered rather exotic objects in the past37 and usually they
are not mentioned in physic books. However, since the 1990s
numerous operators with a singular continuous spectral com-
ponent have been found, especially in condensed matter
systems.38
B. Perturbation of operators with dense spectrum
When the spectrum of the field-free Hamiltonian is dis-
crete but unbounded n→ when n→ the spectrum of
the corresponding zeroth-order Floquet Hamiltonian K0tªH0− ı /t is pure point and dense see Ref. 39 for a
proof, i.e., in each spectral interval there is at least one
eigenvalue of K0. Obviously this is the case for an ideal
linear rotor perturbed by a train of nonresonant laser pulses,
for which the eigenvalues of K0 are J,n
0
=JJ+1+2n /T,
where the angular momentum value in B /
 units
J=0,1 , . . . , and n=− , . . . ,. The J,n
0
’s form a dense set
unless there is a rational relationship between the repetition
frequency of the laser field, 2 /T, and the field-free rota-
tional energy levels. In this case the function  raises con-
tinuously over a finite number of points being flat in between
and the quasienergies form bands separated by gaps. Figure 3
illustrates the behavior of the quasienergies within the first
Brillouin zone that can be calculated as 
0
= JJ+1
+T /2mod2 /T−T /2. Columns a, b, and c corre-
spond to different laser periods. Case a is for a frequency,
=2 /T, coincident with the J=10←J=0 transition. Col-
umn b corresponds to 10←0
0 /= p /q, where p=11000
and q=11639. Finally, column c corresponds to p=1.1
108 and q=116 390 209. Plots in the upper row show the
zeroth-order quasienergies 
0 up to J=16 000, in the first
Brillouin zone. The effective number of n	 basis functions is
given by nmax=TJmaxJmax+1 /2, which means that an in-
finite effective number of n’s has been considered in the
calculation because for the J’s considered J,n
0 with n
nmax is outside the first Brillouin zone. The resonance case
in a shows a structure of quasienergy bands separated by
gaps, whereas in b and c the spectra fill almost densely
the plane with no gaps. The middle row shows the same
spectra ordered by quasienergy and finally the lower row
shows the level spacing. For the resonant frequency there is
a sharp peak in the level spacing distribution at zero, while
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FIG. 3. In the upper row are shown the eigenvalues of K0 in the first
Brillouin zone see text as a function of J, calculated with Jmax=16 000,
nmax=. Column a is for a frequency resonant with the transition J=10
←J=0=110B /
. Column b is for a nonresonant frequency, such that
=110q / pB /
, where p=11 000 and q=11 639. Column c corre-
sponds to p=1.1108, q=116 390 209. The middle row represents the
same eigenvalues but the label of the x axis is an index that identifies
eigenvalues by their quasienergy ordering. The lower row gives the level
spacing distributions.
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for the nonresonant frequency with the smaller p ,q the sharp
peak at zero still exists but two additional bands arise due to
the limited number of J’s employed. In the nonresonant case
with larger p ,q column c the peak at zero is missing and
there is a wide band around 10−3. This effect is due to the
limited number of J	 states included in the calculation. In
the limit J→ both nonresonant cases would look equiva-
lent. Thus, when the frequency of the external perturbation is
not exactly resonant with a proper frequency of the system
the Floquet spectrum is dense with no gaps. However, when
Jmax is finite but large there are differences in the level spac-
ings depending on the irrationality of the frequency. Thus,
the larger the two integers p ,q are, the less dense the spec-
trum is for finite J. Figure 4 shows similar plots for Jmax
=150. In this case, the middle and the right column look very
similar as the high order resonances responsible for the dif-
ferences found in Fig. 3 are absent.
When the zeroth-order Floquet Hamiltonian K0 has a
dense spectrum the nature of the spectrum of the perturbed
operator K cannot be studied with the traditional Rayleigh–
Schrödinger perturbative techniques because the denomina-
tors 
0
−
0 that arise in the perturbation series can be very
small spoiling their convergence. Quantum KAM Kolmog-
orov, Arnold, Moser methods have been used with success
to show that, for some systems, K has a pure point spectrum
for small values of the perturbation after a small set of reso-
nant frequencies is excluded.40 Soon after Shirley’s paper21
was published, Young et al.41 conjectured that, in general,
these systems do not have true quasiperiodic states.
C. Consequences of the existence of a singular
continuous component in the spectrum of the Floquet
Hamiltonian
The dynamics of periodic time-dependent quantum sys-
tems are related to the spectra of their Floquet Hamiltonians.
Quantum states of bounded quantum systems evolve quasip-
eriodically and reassemble infinitely often.42 Contrarily, for
unbounded systems with absolutely continuous spectrum
quantum states decay, and their survival probability goes to
zero in the limit t→. If the spectrum is singular continuous
the survival probability goes to zero on the average but it
may or may not tend to zero in the limit t→,43 i.e., some
states will be decaying but others will not decay. Thus, the
singular continuous spectra can behave as point spectra or as
absolutely continuous spectra. Fishman and coworkers44
have provided exactly solvable models that illustrate the
main characteristics of systems with a singular continuous
component. These studies show that singular continuous
wave functions for a rotor have peaks that increasingly
spread apart when J→. In general, wave functions of a
system whose Floquet Hamiltonian has a singular continuous
spectrum first spread and then they concentrate again.
When the Floquet Hamiltonian has a purely continuous
spectrum, truly cyclic states do not exist because
UT+ t0 , t0	=eı	 does not hold for any 	H. Yet, it is
possible to find approximate cyclic states by projecting into
H pseudoeigenvectors ˜K, for which K− ˜˜ . These
states remain quasicyclic during a number of periods that can
be very large depending on the size of , but pseudoeigen-
vectors obtained from finite-basis representations of K can-
not be cyclic in the limit t→ as we show below. Note the
difference with the case in which the Floquet Hamiltonian
has pure point spectrum for which eigenstates can be ob-
tained within an arbitrarily small error by using finite matrix
representations.45
If UT+ t0 , t0 only has continuous spectrum any vector
 belonging to H obeys46
1



0

Ut,t0U˜ t,t0	dt = 0 16
for large enough , where U˜ stands for an approximate
propagator built from the eigenstates of a truncated matrix
representation of U, U˜ t , t0=	˜ t	e−ı˜t−t0	˜ t0.
P	˜ = 	˜ t		˜ t0 is a finite-dimension projector in H. If we
take as initial wave function one of the cyclic states,
t0	= 	˜ t0	, we have, for all t, that I− P	˜ U˜ t , t0
=0, and
1



0

P	˜ + I − P	˜ Ut,t0U˜ t,t0	dt
=
1



0

P	˜Ut,t0U˜ t,t0	dt
+
1



0

I − P	˜ Ut,t0U˜ t,t0	dt
 U˜ t,t0
1



0

P	˜Ut,t0dt + Ut,t0

1



0

I − P	˜ U˜ t,t0dt . 17
The second integral in the previous expression is zero as the
integrand is zero at all times. The first one tends to zero
when → by RAGE Ruelle, Amrein, Georgescu, and
Enss theorem35 for periodic systems,45 which establishes
that wave functions belonging to the continuous subspace
Hc, defined in Sec. IV A, escape in average any subspace of
H of finite dimension.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but Jmax=150 instead of 16 000.
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Singular continuous spectra have a multifractal structure,
which makes them very fragile objects, which, no doubt, will
be strongly affected by unavoidable numerical errors. In fact,
Carey and Pincus47 showed that a self-adjoint operator with
purely singular continuous spectrum differs from a pure
point operator by a trace-class operator an operator with
trace, nnAn	, where the ’s are the members of
any complete basis of the Hilbert space with arbitrarily
small norm. Tiny perturbations that likely are present in any
real experiment can destroy the singular continuous spectra.
Thus, the existence of a singular continuous spectrum is
probably undetectable in experiments due to the different
sources of spectral broadening finite temperature, random
imperfections of the experimental setup, etc..36
Summarizing, when the spectrum of Ut0+T , t0 is
purely continuous its approximate eigenfunctions 	˜ , ob-
tained from the eigenfunctions ˜ of a truncated Floquet
Hamiltonian, cease to be cyclic after a number of periods.
We will show in Sec. V that the smaller K− ˜˜  is the
longer 	˜ will remain cyclic under the exact time evolution.
D. Rigorous results on the nature of the spectrum of
the Floquet Hamiltonian for a molecule in a laser pulse
train
In this subsection we discuss the results of applying two
abstract theorems to the study of the nature of the spectrum
of K for the case of a linear molecule interacting with a train
of linearly polarized nonresonant laser pulses. The theorems
and their application to our system are given in Appendix.
Hone et al.4 have given solid arguments about the nature of
the Floquet spectrum when the size of the spatial Hilbert
space N→. The essence of the arguments, given in Propo-
sitions I and II of the cited paper, is that in any given 
interval where  gives the strength of the time-dependent
perturbation, i.e., Kt=K0t+Vt, there exists a dense set
of  values with measure zero for which Floquet states do
not converge as a function of N Proposition II; and that as
N grows there is an increasing measure of  where a finite-
basis calculation gives Floquet states within an arbitrarily
small error Proposition I. These results combined with
Theorem 1 in Appendix imply that for any  interval there is
a dense set of  values for which the spectrum of the Floquet
Hamiltonian is singular continuous but a set with the mea-
sure of the full interval for which the spectrum is pure point.
In Appendix it is shown that Theorem 1 applies to the
Floquet Hamiltonian equation 7, and thus it has no abso-
lutely continuous spectrum for any finite . The nonexist-
ence of an absolutely continuous part in the spectrum of an
operator is a weaker result than the pure point character of
the spectrum, since it does not rule out the existence of a
singular continuous spectrum. On the other hand, it was
shown in Ref. 48 that the spectrum is generically dense pure
point in a probabilistic sense provided the gap between con-
secutive energy levels of the field-free system n−n−1
Cn, for 2, which unfortunately does not cover rota-
tional dynamics.20
For elliptical polarization of the external field, exten-
sions of the theorem are needed since in this case the pertur-
bation can mix rotational states with different magnetic
quantum numbers. In other words, since the magnetic degen-
eracy of the field-free rotational levels must be taken into
account the condition on the multiplicity of the eigenvalues
used by Howland does not hold. However, this condition is a
technical one and can be removed provided Vt is smooth
enough.49 Thus, Nenciu showed50 that if the spectrum of the
zeroth-order Floquet operator K0 Vt=0 obeys the increas-
ing gap condition for some C0, 0, and the degeneracy
MJ of its eigenvalues is such that MJAJ with A, 0
, the external perturbation Vt needs to be Cr with
r 1+ /+1 for the spectrum of K to have no abso-
lutely continuous part. Thus, JJ2 ,MJJ when J→,
which implies =1, =1. Therefore, for a perturbation
VtC3 the Floquet Hamiltonian of the three-dimensional
rotor has no absolutely continuous spectrum.
Recently Duclos et al. have given a rigorous proof, using
a quantum KAM formalism,40 of the pure point character of
the spectrum for regular enough Vt, where this regularity is
related to the matrix elements of V in the extended Hilbert
space.20 In the KAM method a sequence of operators Kn is
constructed that converges to a diagonal operator which has
a pure point spectrum. This operator is unitarily equivalent to
the Floquet Hamiltonian, proving therefore that it has pure
point spectrum. The application of Theorem 2 in Appendix to
our system shows the existence of an interval  , such that
for   the spectrum of the Floquet operator is pure
point except for a set corresponding to high-order resonant
frequencies. As shown in Appendix the values of  for
which the existence of pure point spectrum has been proven
are too small and no interesting physics will take place for
perturbations of that size. However, it gives a rigorous proof,
albeit for a very reduced range of laser intensities, of Propo-
sitions I and II of Hone et al.4
V. ERROR BOUNDS FOR FINITE-BASIS
CALCULATIONS OF FLOQUET STATES
Our goal is to determine up to which extent approximate
cyclic states obtained from eigenvectors of a truncated Flo-
quet Hamiltonian remain cyclic after several periods of the
time-dependent perturbation. Consider an initial wave func-
tion t0 belonging to H. Error bounds for Utf , t0t0
−U˜ tf , t0t0, where U˜ is an approximate propagator and
U is the exact propagator, can be obtained from the follow-
ing inequality due to Young et al.:51
tf −˜ tf − t0 −˜ t0 B1t0,tf , 18
where
B1t0,tf = 

t0
tf
dtHt − ı 
t
˜ t . 19
By taking t0=˜ t0, Eq. 18 becomes
tf −˜ tf B1t0,tf , 20
which gives an error bound for the difference between the
approximate time evolution of any wave function and the
exact evolution. Several expressions giving error bounds for
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time-dependent calculations have been published. The re-
view by Pfeifer and Frölich52 gives a fairly complete account
of previous results. Another interesting discussion on error
bounds for finite-basis expansions in time-dependent calcu-
lations is given by Uhlmann et al.53
In the case studied by Young et al. the approximate wave
function is given by the adiabatic approximation, but, in gen-
eral, any approximate wave function can be substituted in
˜ t. The norm in B1 involves the integral of a square root
of several summands, which can be eliminated by applying
the Schwarz inequality t0
tf ftdttf − t0t0tf ft2dt, giving
tf −˜ tf B2t0,tf , 21
where
B2t0,tf =tf − t0

t0
tf
dtHt − ı 
t
˜ t2. 22
By substituting the expression for t, Eq. 6, in the
previous expression, and taking t0=−T /2 and tf = p−1T
+T /2, we get
B2pT =pT

−T/2
p−1/2T
dt

exp− ı˜pTHt − ı t − ˜	˜ t		˜ − T/2˜ − T/2	
2
. 23
By choosing ˜ −T /2=	˜ −T /2, where 	˜ is one of the cy-
clic states of the approximate propagator we get that after p
periods ˜ t0+ pT=e−ı˜pT˜ −T /2. Also, with this choice,
due to the orthogonality of the cyclic states, the summation
in Eq. 23 reduces to a single term,
p − 1/2T − e−ı˜pT− T/2
pT

−T/2
p−1/2T
dtHt − ı 
t
− ˜	˜ t2. 24
Taking into account that 
−T/2
p−1/2T
= p
−T/2
T/2 due to the period-
icity of ˜ , and recalling the definition of norm in the ex-
tended Hilbert space Eq. 1 for =, it is easy to check
that the previous expression is equivalent to
p − 1/2T − e−ı˜pT− T/2 pTK − ˜˜ K.
25
This simple but remarkable result gives a bound on how well
eigenstates of an approximate Floquet operator are cyclic
after p periods of the perturbation. A convenient simplifica-
tion from the numerical point of view can be done by real-
izing that
K − ˜˜ K = QK˜ K, 26
where Q projects to the subspace complementary to that
spanned by the finite basis employed to form the matrix rep-
resentation of the Floquet Hamiltonian.
The calculation of the error bound requires to know the
effect of the Q- projected exact Floquet Hamiltonian over the
approximate Floquet eigenket ˜ 		, which for the case of a
rotor in a periodic laser field can be done analytically. Thus,
using Eq. 11 for ˜ 		, we get that the effect of the coupling
term is
−  cos2 e−t
2/2˜ 		
= − 
J=0
Jmax

n=−nmax
nmax
cJnJcos
2 J	 + cJ−2,n
Jcos2 J − 2	 + cJ+2,nJcos
2 J + 2	
 
n=−

ne−t
2/2n	J,n		
+ 
n=−nmax
nmax
cJmax,nJmax + 2cos
2 Jmax	
 
n=−

ne−t
2/2n	Jmax + 2,n		 , 27
where the matrix elements of cos2  are given by Eqs.
A1–A4, and the matrix elements of e−t2/2 by Eq. A15.
Recall also that cJn=0 for JJmax, nnmax. The effect ofQ over the previous expression is simply to cut the first
summation in n in such a way that this index runs from − to
−nmax−1 and from nmax+1 to . Thus, taking into account
that
QJ2 − ı 
t
˜ 		 = 0, 28
we finally obtain for the error bound
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B2pT = pT
J=0
Jmax

nnmax
 
n=−nmax
nmax
cJnJcos
2 J	
+ cJ−2,nJcos
2 J − 2	 + cJ+2,nJcos
2 J + 2	
ne−t
2/2n	2 + 
n=−
  
n=−nmax
nmax
cJmax,n
Jmax + 2cos2 Jmax	ne−t
2/2n	21/2. 29
In practice, we truncate in our calculations the infinite sums
in n to the value for which ne−t
2/2n	10−18 for each n
in the basis set. Equation 29 indicates that there are two
somehow limiting cases in the calculation of the error bound.
If nmax is large, and Jmax is small the error comes basically
from the terms with Jmax+2,n		 for nnmax in Eq. 27.
In the inverse case the terms that contribute are those with
JJmax and nnmax.
VI. RESULTS
In this section we present calculations of error bounds.
The equality found between the error bound, Eq. 24, and
the norm, Eq. 26, allows us to speak indistinctly of the
error bound for the evolved wave function or of the error
bound for the progenitor Floquet eigenstate. Cyclic eigen-
states are obtained from truncated matrix representations of
the Floquet Hamiltonian, Eq. 7. The matrix is diagonalized
using the ARPACK package54 that implements an Arnoldi–
Lanczos algorithm on an inverted and shifted K matrix,
I / K−0I. The algorithm first finds eigenpairs near 0. By
choosing 0=0 eigenvalues in the first Brillouin zone are
calculated. Eigenvectors for several sets of parameters of K
were obtained to investigate different physical regimes.
First, we calculate eigenstates for the case of a train of
ultrashort laser pulses =0.005
 /B=25 fs for B=1 cm−1
of moderate intensity =250 for which the spacing be-
tween pulses is also very short T=0.05
 /B. In this case
some cyclic states are strongly aligned pendular states. A
small basis set Jmax=30, nmax=50 is enough to produce
eigenstates for which the error bound, after one period of the
perturbation, is of the order of 10−11. This means that
t0+109T−t0510−4, and the wave function is
quasicyclic after 109 laser pulses or 1010 rotational periods.
The second case corresponds to wider pulses, 
=0.2
 /B, with a longer separation, T=2
 /B, and =250.
The matrix elements ne−t
2/2n	, Eq. A15, depend only on
the ratio  /T and therefore the coupling term of the Floquet
Hamiltonian, Eq. 7, is the same as in the previous case.
However, the zeroth-order level spacing between zeroth-
order J ,n		 levels with the same J is given by 2 /T, which
is smaller than in the previous case resulting in an increase in
the interlevel coupling. As a consequence a greater number
of n	 basis functions is needed. We show in Fig. 5 the
quasienergies and error bounds of three cyclic states as func-
tions of the size of the time basis set. A remarkable finding is
that quasienergies converge much faster than their error
bounds. In fact, quasienergies almost do not vary when nmax
increases, whereas the error bounds decrease steadily. This
shows that convergence of eigenvalues of finite representa-
tions of Floquet Hamiltonians may not always be a useful
criterion to determine the quality of a given calculation. We
observe in Fig. 5 that, in order to obtain error bounds below
10−10, we need nmax140, which is higher than for shorter
pulses. Figure 6 shows the cyclic vectors at the beginning of
the pulse for which error bounds were plotted in Fig. 5. The
size of the n	 basis set needed to achieve small error bounds
increases when  /T decreases. This is illustrated in Fig. 7
that corresponds to laser pulses with =0.02 and T=2. A low
intensity =50 has been chosen in order to limit the num-
ber of J	 basis functions. Error bounds were calculated from
matrices corresponding to Jmax=40 and different nmax. These
bounds are notoriously worse than those shown in Fig. 5. In
fact, nmax=290 is needed to achieve an error bound that var-
ies between 10−5 and 10−7 depending on the state.
Finally, we show results for =0.005, T=0.05, and a
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FIG. 5. Lower panel gives the logarithm of the error bounds for the three
lowest quasienergy Floquet eigenstates of K, Eq. 7, for =0.2, T=2 both
in 
 /B units, =250 and Jmax=50, as a function of the nmax value to
which the matrix representation of K is truncated. The upper panel shows
the corresponding quasienergies. The lines connect the different points ac-
cording to quasienergy ordering and they are plotted only to guide the eye
but have no other meaning. The same color is used in both panels to identify
a given quasienergy and its error bound.
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FIG. 6. The three cyclic vectors that were used to plot Fig. 5 for Jmax=50
and nmax=140. The left column gives the composition of the cyclic states at
t=−T /2, and right column at t=0. A global phase factor has been eliminated
for the wave functions at t=0. Colors are used to identify the cyclic states
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strong laser intensity, =2000. Here the coupling between
J	 states is much larger than in the previous cases but only a
small n	 basis set is needed due to the small duration of the
pulses and the small temporal separation between pulses.
Quasienergies and their error bounds are given in Fig. 8, as a
function of Jmax, for nmax=100. The lowest quasienergy blue
curve does not change with Jmax at the plot resolution but
the error bounds vary substantially as in the previous cases.
For Jmax=76 the error bound is greater than 0.1, for Jmax
=114 is smaller than 10−4 and for the larger Jmax’s shown in
the figure increase again. The lowest quasienergy state in
columns a and c of Fig. 9 is the strongly aligned state of
Fig. 1. We see in Fig. 8 that the error bounds of the states in
the red, blue, and green curves suddenly increase for Jmax
=86. Figure 9 shows that now the lowest quasienergy state
the blue state is a new state, which has very high J com-
ponents, and it is almost degenerated with the aligned state
now in green. The error bound of the aligned state is
spoiled because it becomes accidentally degenerated with a
state which has components near the edge of the matrix and
thus, it is a badly converged state. By increasing the number
of states in the basis to Jmax=88 the spurious degeneracy
disappears and as shown in column c of Fig. 9 the aligned
state is again the lowest for the range shown quasienergy
state in blue and stays so for Jmax=122. A similar effect
appears for Jmax=100 when the aligned state blue is degen-
erated in quasienergy with the red state in column b of Fig.
10. Note that the deterioration in the error bound is not as
bad as in the previous case because the weight of the highest
J component in the red state is less important. It is expected
that the overlap between the aligned state and new noncon-
verged states that could arise for bigger basis sets would be
smaller, even at accidental degeneracies, because these new
states would be composed of higher J states. We have done a
calculation with Jmax=260 and nmax=400 the size of the
associated Floquet matrix is 104 931 and we got a signifi-
cant improvement on the error bound, which is now
1.910−10 for the aligned state shown in Fig. 1 and
1.310−10 for the misaligned state.
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representation of K is truncated. The upper panel shows the corresponding
quasienergies. The lines connect the different points according to quasien-
ergy ordering and they are plotted only to guide the eye but have no other
meaning. The same color is used in both panels to identify a given quasien-
ergy and its error bound.
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Colors match those used in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 10. Cyclic vectors, at t=−T /2, for the same parameters as in Fig. 8.
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Colors match those used in Fig. 8.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The existence of rotational wave packets for which
strong alignment can be maintained during a long sequence
of laser pulses was proposed in Ref. 5. These states are
eigenstates of the unitary one-period time propagator and
were obtained by diagonalizing a finite matrix representation
of the Floquet Hamiltonian of the time-dependent system
formed by a molecule and a periodic train of nonresonant
laser pulses. Since the publication of Ref. 5 we wondered if
this behavior could be an artifact caused by the truncation of
the infinite Floquet matrix. The reason is that Floquet Hamil-
tonians of driven systems when the number of states of the
field-free Hamiltonian N→ may have no point spectrum,
and in that case the eigenpairs of truncated matrices may
have nothing to do with generalized eigenpairs of the exact
operator.
In Fig. 1 we showed two important characteristics of
cyclic aligned rotational wave packets: i these states main-
tain their strong initial alignments after every pulse with
small misalignment during each pulse, and ii only a few
rotational states contribute significantly to strongly aligned
wave packets. In Fig. 2 we showed the composition of the
two Floquet eigenstates in the extended Hilbert space. In this
case, the less aligned state is more extended in J space, but
the number of contributing time basis functions is similar in
both cases. Figures 3 and 4 show the characteristics of the
nonperturbed Floquet operator that make the analysis of the
perturbation so difficult, namely, the fact that the spectrum of
the field-free Floquet Hamiltonian is pure point but dense
when J→ and n→. For finite Jmax different spectra are
obtained depending on the ratio between the rotational fre-
quency and the frequency of repetition of the pulse train.
We applied a theorem by Howland19 valid for systems
for which the field-free Hamiltonian has levels exhibiting
increasing gaps and a smooth enough time-dependent pertur-
bation. The theorem proves that the spectrum of the Floquet
Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule, in the N→ limit,
driven by nonresonant linearly polarized pulses has no abso-
lutely continuous part. This theorem is based on the adiabatic
method and thus the result is valid for any perturbation
strength. However, the theorem does not allow us to say if
the spectrum is dense pure point or singular continuous. We
showed that approximate eigenvectors obtained from trun-
cated matrices cannot be cyclic in the limit t→ if the spec-
trum is singular continuous. Then, we applied a theorem by
Duclos et al.,20 based on a KAM method and as such only
valid for very small perturbations. The theorem indicates that
for very weak laser intensities our system has pure point
Floquet spectrum for most frequencies except for a set for
which it is singular continuous. Unfortunately aligned states
do not exist for laser parameters within the range of validity
of the theorem, although two propositions of Hone et al.4
imply that the rigorous results of Duclos et al. should be
generally valid for any coupling range.
Finally, we used an expression that gives error bounds
for the exact time evolution of a wave function by establish-
ing a comparison with an approximate evolution, which is
exactly known. Thus, the error bound gives the norm of the
difference between the evolution of the unknown exact wave
function and the known approximate wave function. In the
regime for which cyclic states are strongly aligned, and for
typical experimental conditions regarding duration of the la-
sers, spacings between pulses, and peak intensities, we ob-
tained that the error bound, for one period, is usually less
than 10−11. This implies that the exact wave function behaves
quasiciclically for at least 109 pulses, and we can state that
cyclic wave packets for which strong alignment can be main-
tained for arbitrarily long times do exist. The reader should
take into account that for realistic systems dissipation will
destroy alignment in a shorter time. This is not a rigorous
proof of the pure point character of the Floquet spectrum but
we can safely state that under usual experimental conditions
the spectrum of the Floquet Hamiltonian of a molecule inter-
acting with a train of nonresonant laser pulses behaves as if it
were pure point.
Quantum dynamics of microscopic systems driven by
time-dependent periodic systems has a long history with a
key role reserved to the study of the spectrum of the perti-
nent Floquet Hamiltonian. Most studies were concerned with
the analysis of models in the fields of condensed matter
physics and quantum chaos with a gradual spread of interest
in the last two decades to time-dependent phenomena in
atomic physics. Nowadays the interest is moving to molecu-
lar systems for which new approaches aimed to get real
quantum control of molecules are being developed. This field
is being developed by atomic physicists who have an ample
expertise in laser techniques and time-dependent calculations
and chemical physicists who have a good knowledge of mo-
lecular spectroscopy and effective Hamiltonians but that are
unfamiliar with the tools that have been developed in the last
decades by mathematicians to investigate intricate questions
concerning the perturbation of the spectra of unbounded op-
erators. It is hoped that the present paper could help to stimu-
late the connection between these various fields.
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APPENDIX: TWO THEOREMS ON THE SPECTRA
OF FLOQUET HAMILTONIANS
Theorem 1: Howland19 Let H0 be a self-adjoint opera-
tor positive and discrete with eigenvalues of simple multi-
plicity satisfying =n−n−1Cn. Let VtCr i.e.,
maxl=1,2,. . .,r suptRd /dtlVt ,r. If r −1+1,
where  ·  stands for the integer part, the Floquet Hamiltonian
K=H0+Vt− ı /t has no absolutely continuous part.
The original formulation of this theorem requires
strong differentiability of Vt limt→t0d /dt
lVt
→ d /dtlVt t=t0 ∀t0 but here, to avoid mathematical
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subtleties, we follow Nenciu50 who requires norm differen-
tiability of Vt, with the operator norm defined as
d /dtlVtªsup	=!=1! , d /dtlVt		.
Let see now that conditions in the theorem hold for the
Floquet Hamiltonian equation 7. Energy levels of H0=J2
are given by JJ+1 in B /
 units. The perturbation Vt
ª− cos2 +exp−t2 /2 only mixes levels with
J=2, therefore H0 can be divided into two noninteracting
blocks, one for J even and the other for J odd. Thus, the gap
between two successive and interacting eigenvalues is
J=4J+6. Obviously JCJ if C=4, =1. Thus, if the
periodic perturbation is VtC2 the conditions in the theo-
rem are obeyed, provided the eigenvalues are nondegenerate.
However, rotational levels are 2J+1 times degenerate, but
different M sublevels are not mixed if the external field is
linearly polarized. In other words, the Hilbert space is “di-
vided” into 2J+1 independent subspaces, one for each M
value. The theorem applies to each one of the corresponding
Hamiltonians if Vt is two-times norm differentiable with
continuous second derivative. Taking into account that the
perturbation can be factorized as Vt=−ftV, where
V=cos2 , discarding  in Eq. 7, and using the follow-
ing expressions for the matrix elements of cos2  particular-
ized for M =0:55
Jcos2 J + 2	 =  J + 22J + 122J + 322J + 52J + 11/2, A1
Jcos2 J − 2	 =  J2J − 122J − 122J + 12J − 31/2, A2
Jcos2 J	 =
1
3
+
2
3 JJ + 12J + 32J − 1 , A3
Jcos2 J	 = 0 forJ − J  0,  2, A4
we get
dlVtdtl  = supJ	=J	=1Jcos2 J	dlftdtl  . A5
For a linearly polarized Gaussian pulse centered at t0
=0, ft=e−t2/2, the time derivatives are
dft
dt
= −
2
2
te−t
2/2
, A6
d2ft
dt2
=
2
2
2t2
2
− 1e−t2/2. A7
Therefore,
suptRdVtdt  = 325e A8
and
suptRd2Vtdt2  = 125e3/22 , A9
and thus Vt is at least C2.
Theorem 2: Duclos et al.20 Fix S0 and set
 0ª 89S , 98S. Assume that there is a 0, such that

Sª S
J,J
1
JJ + 1 − JJ + 1
  . A10
Then, for r+1 /2 there exist positive constants  and 
with the property: if
Vª supJ
k

J
VkJJmaxk
r
,1min, 0/ ,
A11
then there exists a subset    0−V, for which the
Floquet Hamiltonian has pure point spectrum for all
=2 /T .
The parameters  and  are defined as
 = 1440e52 2 + 11 − e−2/re
+1/2
s=1

s2e−2r−−1/2s/rK,
A12
 = min 2135e3 infJJ + 2J + 3 − JJ + 1, 1270e3K ,
A13
and VkJJ is the Fourier coefficient of the time-dependent part
of the perturbation times the spatial matrix element,
VkJJª 

−T/2
T/2
− fte−2ıkt/TJ,Mcos2 JM	dt .
A14
For the theorem to be applicable V in Eq. A11 must be
finite for r+1 /2. Taking into account that 
S for 
2 for example, for =2, 2
S
=0.047 080 3S2, V must be
finite for r5 /2. We need the following integral for evalu-
ating V:
zktª 

−T/2
T/2
e−2ıkt/Te−t
2/2dt
= ı2T e−k/T2Erfi kT − ıT2
− Erfi kT + ıT2 , A15
with k=n−m, and Erfiz=−2ı /0ıze−t
2dt the imaginary
error function.56 For a laser pulse with T" the following
approximation for zk allows us an easier evaluation of the
infinite sum arising in the definition of V:
zk =

T
exp− k/T2 . A16
Thus, we get the following expression for V:
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V = supJ
k

T
exp− k/T2
  J + 22J + 122J + 322J + 52J + 11/2
+  J2J − 122J − 122J + 12J − 31/2 + 13
+
2
3 JJ + 12J + 32J − 1 maxkr,1 . A17
For a pulse with =0.1, T=1, and choosing r=3, we get
kzkmaxk3 ,1=18.3763 and V=19.8. Thus, the
spectrum of the Floquet Hamiltonian will be pure point for a
subset   if min ,  0 / /19.8. For the chosen
period of the laser field, we can take S=2. By substituting
this S value in the estimates =1.810−4S and =6.0
107S2, Theorem 2 implies that the spectrum of the Floquet
Hamiltonian is pure point for a subset of s,   if
310−11. The corresponding laser intensity can be ob-
tained from Eq. 8.
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